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Abstract—Pre-congestion notification (PCN) provides feedback
about load conditions in a network to its boundary nodes. The
PCN working group of the IETF discusses the use of PCN to
implement admission control (AC) and flow termination (FT)
for prioritized realtime traffic in a DiffServ domain. Admission
control (AC) is a well-known flow control function that blocks
admission requests of new flows when they need to be carried over
a link whose admitted PCN rate already exceeds an admissible
rate. Flow termination (FT) is a new flow control function that
terminates already some admitted flows when they are carried
over a link whose admitted PCN rate exceeds a supportable rate.
The latter condition can occur in spite of AC, e.g., when traffic
is rerouted due to network failures.

This survey gives an introduction to PCN in an early stage of
the standardization process. It presents and discusses the multi-
tude of architectural design options for PCN in a comprehensive
and streamlined way before only a subset of them is standardized
by the IETF. It brings PCN from the IETF to the research
community and serves as historical record.

I. I NTRODUCTION

IP networks were initially designed to perform packet
forwarding without priorities. To achieve quality of service
(QoS), the differentiated services (DS, DiffServ) concept
introduced various service classes called per-hop behaviors
(PHBs) [9]. To avoid congestion for premium traffic in a
network, admission control (AC) limits the number of high-
priority flows. It is a well-established flow control function
for packet-switched communication networks supporting high-
quality realtime applications such as voice and video. It is
useful when capacity overprovisioning is difficult, too costly,
or just not possible. The resource reservation protocol RSVP
[10] supports admission control with per-flow reservationsin
each RSVP-aware node. This is a rather heavy burden for
transit routers that need to keep per-flow states just to perform
correct AC decisions.

AC is not enough to keep the traffic load in a DiffServ
domain low. When links or nodes fail, traffic is rerouted which
possibly leads to congestion on backup paths. This degrades
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the QoS for all flows on the congested links. In such a case,
the traffic load should be quickly reduced by terminating some
of the admitted flows. This is achieved by a new flow control
function which is called flow termination (FT). It complements
AC and is useful not only in failure cases but also in other
case of overload which might be caused, e.g., by flash crowds
[3], [15], [26] or unexpected rate increases of admitted flows.

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) currently stan-
dardizes simple, robust, and scalable AC and FT mechanisms
for DiffServ domains based on pre-congestion notification
(PCN) [20]. A new prioritized traffic class for admitted PCN
traffic is defined. The rate of aggregate PCN traffic is metered
on all links of a DiffServ domain and packets are appropri-
ately marked when certain rate thresholds (admissible rate,
supportable rate) are exceeded. Thereby, the PCN egress nodes
are notified about load conditions inside the network before
congestion occurs. This information is used to perform the AC
and FT decisions.

For the time being, several partly incompatible and compet-
ing proposals for PCN-based AC and FT exist. However, the
objective of the standardization process is to define only one or
two mechanisms to achieve compatibility among vendors. This
paper develops an integrated overview of methods for metering
and marking, PCN encoding, AC, and FT that were presented
in different proposals. To that end, a unifying nomenclature
is developed. This presentation on the level of individual con-
cepts and features instead of packaged deployment scenarios
facilitates an objective discussion of pros and cons and deep-
ens the understanding of PCN and its associated algorithms.
Thereby, it is a step forward concerning the standardization
of a future PCN architecture. Moreover, the paper preserves
the wealth of diverse ideas for PCN-based AC and FT beyond
standardization.

The paper is structured as follows. Sect. II reviews the
historic roots of PCN and related work. Sect. III introduces
different types of pre-congestion, explains the basic ideaof
PCN, and illustrates its use in the Internet. Sect. IV presents
metering and marking algorithms and Sect. V discusses how
PCN marks can be encoded into the current IPv4 header.
Sect. VI and Sect. VII review various AC and FT methods.
Eventually, existing proposals are reviewed by Sect. VIII.
Finally, Sect. IX summarizes this work.



II. H ISTORIC ROOTS OFPCN AND RELATED WORK

We review related work regarding random early detection
(RED), explicit congestion notification (ECN), and stateless
core concepts for AC as they can be viewed as historic roots
of PCN.

A. Random Early Detection (RED)

RED was originally presented in [22], and in [11] it was
recommended for deployment in the Internet. It was intended
to detect incipient congestion on a link and to throttle only
some TCP flows early to avoid severe congestion and to
improve the TCP throughput. RED measures the average
buffer occupationavg in routers and packets are dropped or
marked with a probability that increases linearly with the
average queue lengthavg. Thus, a few packets are dropped
before buffer overflow occurs which possibly leads to early
rate reduction of some TCP flows prior to severe overload.

B. Explicit Congestion Notification

Explicit congestion notification (ECN) is built on the idea of
RED to signal incipient congestion to TCP senders in order
to reduce their sending window [53]. Packets of non-ECN-
capable flows can be differentiated by a “not-ECN-capable
transport” codepoint (not-ECT, ‘00’) from packets of a ECN-
capable flow which have an “ECN-capable transport” code-
point (ECT). In case of incipient congestion, RED gateways
possibly drop not-ECT packets while they just switch the
codepoint of ECT packets to “congestion experienced” (CE,
‘11’) instead of discarding them. This improves the TCP
throughput since packet retransmission is no longer needed
in this case. Both the ECN encoding in the packet header
and the behavior of ECN-capable senders and receivers after
the reception of a marked packet is defined in [53]. ECN
comes with two different codepoints for ECT: ECT(0) (‘10’)
and ECT(1) (‘01’). They serve as nonces to detect cheating
network equipment or receivers [59] that do not conform to
the ECN semantics. The four codepoints are encoded in the
(“currently unused”) bits of the DS field in the IP header which
is a redefinition of the type of service octet [49]. The ECN
bits can be redefined by other protocols and [21] provides
guidelines for that. They are likely to be reused for encoding
of PCN marks.

C. Admission Control

Recent surveys and classifications of AC methods can be
found in [32], [34], [63]. We explain the problem with per-flow
reservations, reservation aggregation to mitigate that problem,
and show which problems still remain. We briefly review some
specific AC methods that can be seen as forerunners of the
PCN principle. They measure the rate of admitted traffic on
each link of a network and give feedback to the network
boundary if that rate exceeds a pre-configured admissible rate
threshold. Thereby, no per-flow reservations need to be kept
for a link and the network core remains stateless. This is a
key property of PCN-based AC.

1) Aggregation of Per-Flow Reservations:Admission con-
trol can be performed in the Internet using the resource
reservation protocol [10]. It sets up per-flow states in any
node along the path which leads to a large number of states
on links carrying many flows. The setup and maintenance of
these states is a large burden for routers and makes them
more complex. RSVP aggregation [6] improves this scalability
concern by setting up tunnels so that individual flows need to
be handled only at the edge nodes of the network. However, an
n2 scalability problem of aggregated tunnels still remains when
n boundary nodes set up overlay reservations for premium
communication. Forecasts predict that the average number
of flows of typical edge-to-edge premium service tunnels
is very low and their distribution is long-tailed [18]. As a
consequence, the majority of aggregated reservations do not
carry traffic most of the time but need to be supported by core
nodes. Thus, other simple solutions for AC with better scaling
properties in core routers are needed. PCN requires neither
per-flow nor per-tunnel information in transit nodes.

2) Admission Control Based on Reservation Tickets:To
keep a reservation for a flow across a network alive, ingress
routers send reservation tickets in regular intervals to the
egress routers. Intermediate routers measure the rate of the
observed tickets and can thereby estimate the expected load
of reserved traffic. In case of a new reservation request, the
ingress router sends probe tickets, intermediate routers forward
them to the egress router if they have still enough capacity
to support the new flow, and the egress router bounces them
back to the ingress router to indicate a successful reservation.
If intermediate routers do not have enough resources to carry
another flow, they discard the probe tickets, the ingress router
does not receive a positive response, and the reservation
request is blocked. The tickets can also be encoded by a packet
state. Several stateless core mechanisms work according tothis
idea [1], [60], [61].

3) Admission Control Based on Packet Marking:Gibbens
and Kelly [23], [29] theoretically investigated AC based onthe
feedback of marked packets whereby packets are marked by
routers based on a virtual queue with configurable bandwidth.
This core idea is adopted by PCN. The important difference to
RED-like packet marking is that marking decisions are based
on a virtual instead of a physical queue. This allows to limit
the utilization of the link bandwidth by premium traffic to
arbitrary values between 0 and 100%. Karsten and Schmitt
[27], [28] integrated these ideas into the IntServ framework
and implemented a prototype. They point out that the marking
can also be based on the CPU usage of the routers instead of
the link utilization if this turns out to be the limiting resource
for packet forwarding. An early version of PCN-based AC has
been reported in [58].

4) Resilient Admission Control:In resilient networks,
rerouting or protection switching deviates traffic in case of
a failure to backup paths. Overviews of such techniques can
be found in [51] and [16]. The objective of resilient AC is to
work properly even in case of failures and to avoid termination
of already admitted traffic. Transit nodes of a network without
reservation states seem to be a prerequisite for resilient AC. In
case of a failure, traffic just needs to be rerouted but reservation
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states do not need to be recovered. Resilient AC admits only
so much traffic that it can still be carried after rerouting in
a protected failure scenario [39], [46]. It is necessary since
overload occurs in wide area networks mostly due to link
failures and not due to increased user activity [24]. It can
be implemented with PCN by setting the admissible rate
thresholds low enough so that admitted traffic is not lost due
to rerouting in likely failure scenarios. In particular, the PCN
traffic rate on a link after rerouting must be low enough so
that flow termination is not triggered. Algorithms to configure
PCN-based AC and FT for resilient AC are presented in [38].
It also optimizes IP routing to maximize the rate of admissible
traffic for resilient AC.

III. PCN-BASED FLOW CONTROL

This section explains the basic idea of PCN-based admission
control (AC) and flow termination (FT) and discusses its
application in an edge-to-edge and end-to-end context in the
Internet.

A. Pre-Congestion Notification (PCN)

PCN defines a new traffic class that receives preferred
treatment by PCN nodes similar to the expedited forwarding
per-hop-behavior (EF PHB) in DiffServ [25]. It provides infor-
mation to support admission control (AC) and flow termination
(FT) for this traffic type. PCN introduces an admissible and a
supportable rate threshold (AR(l), SR(l)) for each linkl of the
network which imply three different load regimes as illustrated
in Fig. 1. If the PCN traffic rater(l) is below AR(l), there
is no pre-congestion and further flows may be admitted. If
the PCN traffic rater(l) is aboveAR(l), the link is AR-pre-
congested and the rate aboveAR(l) is AR-overload. In this
state, no further flows should be admitted. If the PCN traffic
rate r(l) is aboveSR(l), the link is SR-pre-congested and the
rate aboveSR(l) is SR-overload. In this state, some already
admitted flows should be terminated to reduce the PCN rate
r(l) below SR(l). A path isAR-pre-congested if at least one
of its links is AR-pre-congested and it isSR-pre-congested if
at least one of its links isSR-pre-congested; otherwise it is not
pre-congested.

B. A Two-Level Architecture for PCN-Based AC and FT

PCN-based AC and FT can be described as a two-level
architecture which is illustrated in Fig. 2. PCN nodes monitor
the PCN rate on their links and mark packets depending on
the type of pre-congestion. These mechanisms constitute the
packet marking layer (PML). Different proposals exist for the
PML, but within a single PCN domain, the same methods
need to be implemented in all PCN nodes. PCN egress nodes
or PCN endpoints evaluate the packet markings and their
essence is reported to the AC and FT entities. Based on
this notification, further flows are admitted or blocked and
already admitted flows are terminated if necessary. The AC
and FT algorithms constitute the admission control and flow
termination layer (ACL, FTL). Different implementations of
the ACL and FTL may be deployed within a single PCN
domain as long as they coexist in a fair way, i.e. block or
terminate traffic at the same PCN traffic rate.

Fig. 1. The admissible and the supportable rate (AR(l),SR(l)) define three
types of pre-congestion.

Fig. 2. Packet metering and marking is performed on all interfaces of a PCN
domain; the markings are evaluated at the network edges to support AC and
FT.

C. Edge-to-Edge PCN

Edge-to-edge PCN assumes that some end-to-end signalling
protocol (e.g. SIP or RSVP) or a similar mechanism requests
admission for a new flow to cross a so-called PCN domain
similar to the IntServ-over-DiffServ concept [8]. Thus, edge-
to-edge PCN is a per-domain QoS mechanism and presents
an alternative to RSVP clouds or extreme capacity overprovi-
sioning. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. Traffic enters the PCN
domain only through PCN ingress nodes and leaves it only
through PCN egress nodes. Ingress nodes set a special header
codepoint to make the packets distinguishable from other
traffic and the egress nodes clear the codepoint. The nodes
within a PCN domain are PCN nodes. They monitor the PCN
traffic rate on their links and possibly remark the traffic in
case ofAR- or SR-pre-congestion. PCN egress nodes evaluate
the markings of the traffic and send a digest to the AC and
FT entities of the PCN domain.

D. End-to-End PCN

End-to-end PCN [42] assumes that all links providing QoS
support implement PCN metering and marking. The com-
munication endpoints, i.e. source and destination of a PCN
flow or proxies thereof, react to the packet markings in a
similar way as to ECN but perform AC and FT instead of
rate reduction. Since PCN sources and destinations take over
the functionality of PCN ingress and egress nodes, the concept
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Fig. 3. Edge-to-edge PCN is triggered by admission requests from external
signalling protocols and guarantees QoS within a single PCNdomain.

of a PCN domain is no longer needed. Packets from end-to-
end PCN flows are preferentially forwarded by all upgraded
PCN nodes in the Internet. When they traverse an edge-to-edge
PCN domain, they do not receive special treatment by the
network boundaries, but they are metered, possibly marked,
and preferentially forwarded like packets from edge-to-edge
PCN flows. This is illustrated in Fig. 4. Hence, the deployment
of end-to-end PCN in the Internet is more attractive when
sufficiently many edge-to-edge PCN islands already exist.
However, end-to-end PCN is rather a solution for deployment
in corporate networks than in the general Internet because of
trust issues. Therefore, the current charter of the IETF WG on
PCN covers only the standardization of edge-to-edge PCN.

Fig. 4. End-to-end PCN flows transparently traverse edge-to-edge PCN
domains and perceive them as islands with only PCN-capable nodes from
which they receive preferred treatment.

Mechanisms for end-to-end PCN are more challenging than
for edge-to-edge PCN. An ingress-egress aggregate (IEA)
comprises all PCN flows between one PCN ingress node and
another PCN egress node. With edge-to-edge PCN, the PCN
egress node can evaluate the packet markings per IEA and base
its AC and FT decisions on aggregated feedback of multiple
flows. With end-to-end PCN, individual PCN endpoints can
evaluate the markings of only their own flows. This limits the
choices of applicable metering- and marking as well as AC
and FT algorithms for end-to-end PCN [42].

IV. M ETERING AND MARKING

The core idea of PCN is that packets are metered and
marked on the links of a PCN domain to give feedback about

its pre-congestion state to its boundary nodes. Four basically
different metering and marking algorithms are used to detect
pre-congestion: excess marking, excess marking with marking
frequency reduction, exhaustive marking, and fractional mark-
ing. In the following, we describe the metering and marking
algorithms based on token buckets (TB). Other principles, e.g.
virtual queues [41], can also be used for implementation.

A. Excess Marking

Excess marking [19] marks those packets that exceed a
certain reference rateR on a link so that the non-marked
traffic rate is at mostR. When configured with the admissible
or supportable rate (AR, SR) as reference rate, the rate of the
excess-marked traffic is an estimate of theAR- or SR-overload.

1) Plain Excess Marking:Plain excess marking uses a TB
with a bucket sizeS. The TB is continuously filled with tokens
with a reference rateR and the variableF shows its fill
state, i.e. the number of tokens in the bucket. The variablelU
records the time when the TB was last updated and the global
variablenow indicates the current time.

Algorithm 1 is called for each packet. First, the fill stateF
of the TB is updated and so islU . Only unmarked packets are
metered and marked. IfF is smaller than the packet sizeB,
the packet is marked. Otherwise, the number of tokens in the
bucket is reduced by the packet sizeB.

Input: token bucket parametersS, R, lU , F , packet
sizeB and markingM, current timenow

F = min(S,F +(now− lU ) ·R);
lU = now;
if (M 6= marked)then

if (F < B) then
M = marked;

else
F = F −B;

end if
end if

Algorithm 1: EXCESS MARKING: only those packets exceed-
ing the reference rateR are marked.

This type of marking behavior has the great advantage that
it is readily available in today’s routers. It is used by various
proposals [4], [5], [14], [35] that are reviewed in Sect. VIII-A,
Sect. VIII-B, Sect. VIII-C, and Sect. VIII-D.

2) Excess Marking with Packet Size Independent Marking
(PSIM): The marking in Algorithm 1 depends on the packet
size B. This can lead to unfair treatment of flows with large
packets if the packet markings are used as hints whether a
certain flow should be admitted or terminated [42]. Packet
size independent marking can be achieved by substituting
the condition (F < B) in Algorithm 1 by (F < 0). As a
consequence, the fill state can become negative for a while.

B. Excess Marking with Marking Frequency Reduction (MFR)

The proposals in [5] and [62] (cf. Sect. VIII-C and
Sect. VIII-F) require that only a fraction of the traffic rate,
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that is above the reference rateR, is marked. This can be
achieved by excess marking with marking frequency reduction
(MFR). Simple MFR takes only the number of marked packets
into account while proportional MFR takes also their size into
account. We show how both options can be implemented.

1) Excess Marking with Simple MFR:Simple MFR
is achieved by extending Algorithm 1 with(if (M =
marked) then F = min(S,F + I)) at its very end. Thus, a fixed
increment ofI tokens is added to the TB for each marked
packet. Note that it is irrelevant whether the packet was marked
by the current call of the algorithm or by a previous call at a
preceding node.

2) Excess Marking with Proportional MFR:It was shown
in [42], that MFR in proportion to the size of marked packets
improves the control over some FT algorithms. It can be
achieved by scaling the incrementI with the size of the marked
packet:I = β ·B whereβ is a constant scaling factor.

C. Exhaustive Marking

Exhaustive marking marks all packets on a link when
the metered rate exceeds its reference rateR. We present
two different implementations that provide similar marking
behavior.

1) Threshold Marking: The basic structure of threshold
marking is similar to the one of excess marking. However,
packets are marked if the fill stateF of the TB is lower than
a configured thresholdT, i.e., marking is independent of the
packet size. Moreover, the fill stateF is reduced by the size
of each metered packet regardless of whether it was already
marked or not. Algorithm 2 explains threshold marking in
detail.

Input: token bucket parametersS, R, lU , F , T,
packet sizeB and markingM, current time
now

F = min(S,F +(now− lU ) ·R);
lU = now;
if (F < T) then

M = marked;
end if
F = max(0,F −B);

Algorithm 2: THRESHOLD MARKING: all packets are marked
if the PCN rate exceeds the reference rateR.

If the metered traffic rate exceeds the reference rateR, the
tokens are faster consumed than refilled and the fill stateF
of the TB goes to zero and remains small. Therefore,F stays
below the marking thresholdT and all packets are marked.
Threshold marking is applied by [4], [5], [35], and [57] (cf.
Sect. VIII-A, Sect. VIII-C, Sect. VIII-D, and Sect. VIII-E).

2) Ramp Marking: The intention of ramp marking is to
start marking early when the fill state of the TB is still high.
Packets are marked with a probability that depends on the TB
fill state F . It linearly increases from an upper TB threshold
Tramp to a lower TB thresholdT. If F is belowT, all packets
are marked. Ramp marking can emulate threshold marking by

settingTramp = T. Ramp marking is clearly inspired by RED.
In contrast to RED [22], the marking probability depends on
the current TB fill stateF instead of an exponential average
thereof. Ramp marking is more complex and computationally
expensive than threshold marking since it requires random
numbers. Ramp marking was considered as an alternative
to threshold marking in [4] (cf. Sect. VIII-A). Ramp and
threshold marking have been investigated in [41], but no
significant benefit of ramp marking was found.

D. Fractional Marking

In contrast to exhaustive marking, fractional marking marks
only 1/N of the traffic when the metered rate exceeds its
reference rateR. Algorithm 3 achieves that behavior. It is
a simple extension of threshold marking and requires an
additional byte counterCnt. Its behavior differs from threshold
marking only if the fill stateF of the token bucket falls
below its thresholdT. In that case, the packet is marked only
if the counterCnt is negative and then the counterCnt is
increased byN ·B. Afterwards, the counterCnt is decreased
by the packet sizeB regardless of its value. This modification
effects that only 1/N of the PCN traffic is marked when the
metered rate exceeds the reference rateR. This algorithm also
achieves packet size independent marking. The algorithm can
be easily modified so that 1/N of the packets are marked
instead 1/N of the data rate. Fractional marking is used in
[57] (cf. Sect. VIII-E).

Input: token bucket parametersS, R, lU , F , T,
counterCnt, denominatorN of fraction
1/N, packet sizeB and markingM, current
time now

F = min(S,F +(now− lU ) ·R);
lU = now;
if (F < T) then

if (Cnt < 0) then
M = marked;
Cnt = Cnt+N ·B;

end if
Cnt = Cnt−B;

end if
F = max(0,F −B);

Algorithm 3: FRACTIONAL MARKING : 1/N of the traffic is
marked if the PCN rate exceeds the reference rateR.

Excess marking

with MFR

Excess

marking
Exhaustive marking Fractional

Marking

With PSIM

Packet marking layer

Plain With simple MFR

With propotional MFR

Threshold marking

Ramp marking

Fig. 5. Applicability of AC methods with different marking schemes.
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E. Summary of PCN Marking Methods

The presented metering and marking methods are summa-
rized in Fig. 5. Excess marking marks the metered traffic that
exceeds the reference rate of the marker. There are two excess
marking methods: plain excess marking has the tendency to
mark larger packets with higher probability. This is different
for excess marking with packet size independent marking.
Excess marking with marking frequency reduction (MFR)
marks traffic in proportion to the metered traffic that exceeds
the reference rate. The strength of the MFR can be independent
of or proportional to the size of the marked packets. Exhaustive
marking marks all packets if the metered traffic exceeds the
reference rate. In contrast to threshold marking, ramp marking
reacts more sensitive to fluctuations of the metered traffic.In
case of short-term traffic bursts, it marks more packets than
threshold marking when the rate of the metered traffic is still
below the reference rate, but this does not significantly impact
the behavior of PCN-based AC and FT. Fractional marking
is similar to threshold marking, but it marks only 1/N of the
traffic when the metered traffic exceeds its reference rate.

V. ENCODING OPTIONS FORPCN MARKING

PCN requires an encoding scheme to record in the IP header
whether a packet belongs to a PCN flow and whether it has
been re-marked by a PCN node due to pre-congestion. The
difficulty is that there are almost no free bits in the IP header
that can be used for that purpose so that bits which are already
in use need to be reused. First, we briefly summarize general
encoding issues and then we present several encoding options
that are currently discussed in IETF. Finally, we present an
abstraction that allows to speak about packet markings without
the knowledge of the exact encoding scheme.

A. Encoding Issues with DSCPs, the ECN Field, and Tunnel-
ing

The differentiated services (DS) field in the IP header [49]
is planned to be reused for PCN encoding. The type of service
(TOS) octet in the IPv4 header [50] and the traffic class octet
in the IPv6 header [17] were redefined to the DS field in [49].
It consist of the 6 bit DiffServ codepoint (DSCP) and the 2 bit
“currently unused” (CU) field. Later, the CU field was renamed
to the explicit congestion notification (ECN) field [52], [53].
Encoding in MPLS is even more challenging. To differentiate
traffic, the 4 bytes shim header has only the 3 bit EXP-field
for experimental use [54]. It has recently been renamed to the
traffic class (TC) field [2].

In the following, we explain constraints that need to be
respected when reusing the DS field for PCN encoding.

1) Problems with DSCPs:DSCPs are intended to indicate
the per-hop behavior (PHB) for a packet. The PHB denotes
how a packet is to be scheduled and buffered or dropped inside
a DiffServ node. It has only local meaning as ingress nodes of
DiffServ domains can change the DSCP of a packet. This is a
potential threat to the persistence of PCN markings when PCN
should ever be extended towards multiple domains. The DSCP
may be reused either to just indicate that a packet belongs toa
PCN-enabled flow or to indicate both whether a packet belongs

to the PCN class and whether it is marked or not. The latter
requires at least two DSCPs which is problematic as only very
few DSCPs are available. In addition, if more than a single
PCN class should ever be supported, the number of required
DSCPs scales with the number of supported PCN classes.

2) Problems with the ECN Field and Tunneling:The en-
coding scheme must cope with tunneling within PCN domains.
However, various tunneling schemes limit the persistence of
the ECN field in the top-most IP header to a different degree.
Two IP-in-IP tunnelling modes are defined in [53] and a third
one in [55] for IP-in-IPsec tunnels.

The limited-functionality option in [53] requires that the
ECN codepoint in the outer header is set to not-ECT. As
a consequence, ECN routers along the tunnel drop packets
instead of mark them in case of congestion. The tunnel egress
just decapsulates the packet and leaves the ECN codepoints
of the inner packet header unchanged. This tunneling mode is
not useful for tunnels inside PCN regions because the ECN
marking information from the outer ECN field is lost upon
decapsulation.

The full-functionality option in [53] requires that the ECN
codepoint in the outer header is copied from the inner header
unless the inner header codepoint is CE. In this case, the outer
header codepoint is set to ECT(0). This choice has been made
for security reasons to disable the ECN fields of the outer
header as a covert channel. Upon decapsulation, the ECN
codepoint of the inner header remains unchanged unless the
outer header ECN codepoint is CE. In this case, the inner
header codepoint is also set to CE. This preserves outer header
information if it is CE. However, the fact that CE marks of the
inner header are not visible in the outer header is a problem for
all sorts of excess marking as they take already marked traffic
into account (cf. Sect. IV-A and Sect. IV-A2). Moreover, it
is a problem for some FT mechanisms that require preferred
dropping of marked packets to work properly (cf. Sect. VII-F2,
VIII-A, and VIII-B).

Tunneling with IPSec copies the inner header ECN bits to
the outer header ECN bits [55, Sect. 5.1.2.1] upon encapsu-
lation. Upon decapsulation, CE-marks of the outer header are
copied into the inner header, the other marks are ignored. With
this tunneling mode, CE marks of the inner header become
visible to all meters, markers, and droppers for tunneled
traffic. In addition, information from the outer header can be
propagated into the inner header. Therefore, only IPSec tunnels
should be used inside PCN domains when ECN bits are reused
for PCN encoding. However, limitations still apply. Only the
CE codepoint can be used to re-mark packets as the change
of one of the other codepoints in the outer header to any other
codepoint is not persistent after decapsulation.

3) Problems with the ECN Field:The guidelines in [21]
describe how the ECN bits can be reused while being compat-
ible with [53]. A CE mark of a packet must never be changed
to another ECN codepoint. Furthermore, a not-ECT mark of
a packet must never be changed to one of the ECN-capable
codepoints ECT(0), ECT(1), or CE. When the ECN field is
reused for PCN marking, care must be taken that this rule is
enforced when PCN packets leave the PCN domain. There are
two basic options to handle ECN flows when the ECN field
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is reused for PCN marking in a DiffServ domain.
a) Disabling ECN: The PCN ingress node sets the

appropriate ECN mark in incoming packets to indicate that
they are initially unmarked. The PCN egress node resets their
ECN field to not-ECT to make sure that previous not-ECT
marks are not changed to any other ECN marks through the
PCN domain. This disables ECN for PCN flows so that they
cannot profit from both ECN and PCN. As it is prohibitive
to change CE marks to not-ECT, CE-marked packets must be
dropped by PCN ingress nodes.

b) Tunneling ECN Marks:Another option is tunneling
ECT- or CE-marked packets through the PCN domain using
the limited-functionality mode. This preserves the original
ECN field so that PCN egress nodes receive PCN feedback
and end systems receive ECN feedback which is not modified
by the PCN domain. Moreover, CE-marked packets do not
need to be dropped by the PCN ingress node.

B. Encoding Options

Different proposals for PCN-based AC and FT require a
different number of codepoints to mark packets. Therefore,
many encoding options have been presented and discussed in
IETF. However, we review only those that use a DSCP to
indicate PCN traffic, use the ECN field to indicate the marking,
and conform with the limitations due to tunneling.

The VOICE-ADMIT DSCP is currently about to be stan-
dardized to indicate EF-PHB for AC-controlled flows [7].
All encoding schemes presented in this section assume that
the ECT(0), ECT(1), and CE codepoints of this DSCP can
be reused to mark PCN traffic and that only its not-ECT
codepoint remains for the original purpose of VOICE-ADMIT.
By disallowing the other ECN codepoints for this traffic type
in the PCN domain, VOICE-ADMIT flows cannot profit from
ECN unless their packets are tunneled through that domain and
PCN marking is applied only to the outer header as described
in Sect. V-A3.

1) Baseline Encoding:Baseline encoding has been pre-
sented in [48]. The meaning of the ECN field if the PCN
DSCP is set is summarized in Table I. The not-ECT codepoint
is used as “not-PCN” indicating that this traffic is not under
PCN control. ECT(0) is reused to label “not-marked” (NM)
PCN packets and CE is reused to label “marked” (M) packets.
ECT(1) is reserved for “experimental use” (EXP) to allow
encoding extensions. When PCN packets enter a PCN domain,
they are marked with a NM codepoint and they are possibly
re-marked to M by PCN nodes. Hence, this encoding scheme
allows the use of a single marking scheme which may be, e.g.,
excess or threshold marking.

2) PCN 3-State Encoding Extension in a Single DSCP (3-
in-1): 3-in-1 encoding is an extension of baseline encoding
and assumes that the re-marking limitations due to tunneling
(cf. Sect. V-A2) will be resolved in the future, e.g., by [12].
That means, ECT(1) and CE must be copied from the outer
header to the inner header upon decapsulation. As a conse-
quence, two different marking schemes can be concurrently
used: ECT(1) indicates that packets are marked by the one
scheme and CE indicates that packets are marked by the other

scheme. As most proposals use threshold and excess marking,
these codepoints are called ThM and EcM (cf. Table I). Since
they allow re-marking of ThM-marked packets to EcM-marked
packets but not vice-versa, CE is chosen for EcM to be
compatible with [21].

3) Packet-Specific Dual Marking:Packet-specific dual
marking (PSDM) has been presented in [36], [37] as an
extension of baseline encoding. It also supports two concurrent
marking schemes. However, in contrast to 3-in-1 encoding
it does not assume any changes to the tunneling rules and
supports only one marking scheme per packet. Table I summa-
rizes the meaning of its ECN field. Unmarked packets that are
subject to excess marking have the EcNM codepoint in their
header while unmarked packets that are subject to threshold
marking have the ThNM codepoint. When a packet is marked
by the marking scheme it is subject to, its codepoint is set to
“marked” (M). The marking algorithms must be configured so
that excess marking re-marks only ExNM packets to M and
threshold marking re-marks only ThNM packets to M. PSDM
is useful when AC relies on probe packets (cf. Sect. VI-A and
Sect. VI-C) that are subject to threshold marking and FT relies
on data packets that are subject to excess marking. The benefit
of PSDM is that two marking schemes are supported using
only a single DSCP. When routers implement two marking
schemes, but only one of them is used, the routers do not
need to be configured which marking scheme applies as the
packets tell them which marking scheme to use. This is another
benefit of the PSDM semantics.

4) General Dual Marking:General dual marking (GDM) is
an extension of baseline encoding that supports two concurrent
marking schemes. In contrast to PSDM, both marking schemes
can apply to all PCN packets and in contrast to 3-in-1,
GDM does not assume modified tunneling rules. As only the
CE codepoint can be used for re-marking, another DSCP is
needed in addition to VOICE-ADMIT for which ECN is also
disabled. The meaning of the combined DSCP and ECN field
is summarized in Table I. When packets of a PCN flow enter
a PCN domain, their DS field is set to NM. When packets
are threshold- or excess-marked, their DS field is set to ThM
or to EcM. Excess markers meter NM- and ThM-marked
packets and possibly re-mark them to EcM. Threshold markers
meter all PCN packets and possibly re-mark only NM-marked
packets to ThM.

5) General Dual Marking with Limited ECN Support:
GDM with limited ECN support (GDM-LES) is an extension
of GDM [47]. It suggests to set the DS field of packets be-
longing to PCN-enabled flows to NM(not-ECT), NM(ECT(0)),
NM(ECT(1)), or NM(CE) according to the value in the ECN
field before entering the PCN domain (cf. Table I). Thus,
CE-marked packets do not need to be dropped by the PCN
ingress node (cf. Sect. V-A3). When PCN packets leave the
PCN domain, the original ECN field of NM-marked packets
is restored and the DS field of ThM- or EcM-marked packets
of ECN-enabled flows is set to CE. This provides PCN-
feedback to ECN-capable endpoints which may be useful in
the future [56]. However, this mechanism requires signaling
from the endpoints to indicate whether this combined ECN and
PCN feedback is desired. Thus, GDM-LES induces significant
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TABLE I
INTERPRETATION OF THEECN FIELD FOR VARIOUSPCN ENCODING OPTIONS.

Encoding DSCP not-ECT (‘00’) ECT(0) (‘10’) ECT(1) (‘01’) CE (‘11’)

Baseline VOICE-ADMIT not-PCN NM EXP M
3-in-1 VOICE-ADMIT not-PCN NM ThM EcM
PSDM VOICE-ADMIT not-PCN EcNM ThNM M
GDM VOICE-ADMIT not-PCN NM CU ThM
GDM DSCP 2 not-PCN CU CU EcM

GDM-LES VOICE-ADMIT not-PCN NM(Not-ECT) NM(CE) ThM
GDM-LES DSCP 2 not-PCN NM(ECT(0)) NM(ECT(1)) EcM

complexity.
6) Providing PCN Feedback to ECN Receivers:If ECN re-

ceivers wish to receive combined ECN feedback from outside
PCN domains and PCN feedback from inside PCN domains
[56], this needs to be signaled explicitly to PCN ingress and
egress nodes (cf. Sect. V-B5). This behavior can be achieved
when PCN ingress nodes encapsulate the packets in IPSec
tunnels and PCN egress nodes decapsulate this traffic. Thus,
ECN marks are saved through the PCN domain and potential
PCN marks are added (cf. Sect. V-A2).

C. Encoding Abstraction

In the remainder of this paper, we abstract from the specific
encoding scheme. We assume that all unmarked packets are
labelled with “no-pre-congestion” (NP), packets are re-marked
to “admission-stop” (AS) when the reference rate of the
marker was set to the admissible rate and to “excess-traffic”
(ET) when the reference rate of the marker was set to the
supportable rate. When two concurrent marking schemes are
in use, AS-marked packets are possibly re-marked to ET but
not vice-versa.

VI. PCN-BASED ADMISSION CONTROL (AC)

When PCN markers are configured with the admissible rates
of the links, they start marking traffic as soon as the PCN
rate on the links exceeds that rate. Then, egress node detect
AS-marked packets and this information is used to perform
AC. There are basically two different approaches for PCN-
based AC. Probe-based AC for individual flows relies on the
feedback of probe packets that are associated only with these
flows. IEA-based AC relies on the current AC state of the
ingress-egress aggregate (IEA). We review both of them in
the following.

A. Probe-Based AC for Individual Flows (PBAC-IF)

We explain the general concept of PBAC-IF by explicit
PBAC-IF and present then how implicit PBAC-IF can do
without explicit probe packets.

1) Explicit Probing: With explicit probing, the PCN ingress
node generates upon admission request one or more unmarked
probe packets and sends them to the appropriate PCN egress
node. The egress node returns the probe packets to the PCN
ingress node and if the PCN ingress node receives all of them
unmarked, the new flow can be admitted, otherwise it must
be blocked. This delays the probing decision by at least one
round trip time of the PCN domain. Probing basically works
with any marking scheme. However, with exhaustive marking,

a single probe packet is enough to test whether the prospective
path of the new flow isAR-pre-congested. With excess or
fractional marking, only some packets are marked and many
probe packets are needed for a reliable admission decision
[44].

If the PCN ingress node does not know the corresponding
PCN egress node for an admission request, the probe packets
can be sent to the final destination and they are intercepted by
the respective PCN egress node to avoid that they leak out of
the PCN domain. In case of multipath routing, probe packets
must even have the same source and destination address and
port as the future data packets to guarantee that they are
forwarded on the same path. This is due to the fact that routers
usually apply flow-based load balancing algorithms [33].

2) Implicit Probing: Probing can also be done implicitly,
e.g., in the presence of an end-to-end resource reservation
protocol such as RSVP [5]. To establish a reservation, RSVP
sends a PATH message to explore the path of the future data
packets and each RSVP-enabled node sets up a PATH state.
The destination responds with a RESV message to set up the
reservation (RESV state) hop-by-hop along the explored path.
PATH and RESV messages are periodically sent to refresh
the flow states as they otherwise expire (soft state principle).
We briefly explain how PATH and RESV messages can be
reused for probing. Interior nodes of a PCN domain are usually
RSVP-disabled so that PCN ingress and egress node are
neighboring RSVP nodes. When the PCN egress node receives
an initial PATH message, it forwards the message as usual if
it is not AS-marked. Otherwise, it sends back a PATHERR
message to the previous RSVP hop to indicate that the new
flow should be blocked. Thus, when the PCN ingress node
receives an initial RESV message, the corresponding PATH
message was not AS-marked when travelling across the PCN
domain and the respective flow can be admitted. In contrast
to explicit probing, implicit does not required explicit probe
packets and it does not delay the reservation setup.

B. Ingress-Egress-Aggregate-Based AC (IEABAC)

IEABAC assumes that all traffic from one PCN ingress to
another PCN egress node takes the same path. Each IEA is
associated with a single AC stateK whose value is either
admit or block. When a new flow requests admission, the AC
entity needs to find out which IEA the new flow belongs to
and then it admits or blocks it depending on the AC stateK of
that IEA. More precisely, the PCN ingress node keeps the AC
stateK and the PCN egress node sends admission-stop and
admission-continue messages to toggle the admission control
stateK of the PCN ingress node. In the following, we present
three different methods to control the AC stateK of an IEA.
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Fig. 6. Applicability of AC methods with different marking schemes; technically difficult
solutions are greyed out.

1) CLE-Based AC (CLEBAC):With CLEBAC, the PCN
egress node measures the rates of AS-marked and non-AS-
marked data traffic (ASR, nASR) per IEA [4], [5], [62]. This
is done based on measurement intervals of durationDMI . Then,
the congestion level estimatesCLE = ASR

ASR+nASRare calculated.
If the CLE is smaller than or equal to a certain thresholdTCLE,
the AC stateK is set toadmit; otherwise it is set toblock.
This method has two parameters:DMI andTCLE.

To avoid oscillations of the AC stateK, the following hys-
teresis may be used. If the CLE value exceeds an admission-
stop thresholdTAStop

CLE , the AC stateK is turned to block;
if it falls below an admission-continue thresholdTACont

CLE , the
AC stateK is turned toadmit; otherwise, the AC stateK is
not changed. This method depends on three parameters:DMI ,
TAStop

CLE , andTACont
CLE .

Another variant calculates the CLE based on an expo-
nentially weighted moving average (EWMA), i.e.,CLEnew=
w · ASR

ASR+nASR+(1−w) ·CLEold [14].
CLEBAC can be used with any marking scheme. With

exhaustive marking, the admission result is rather insensitive
to the value of the CLE-thresholds between 0 and 1 [44]. With
excess or fractional marking, the CLE-thresholds must be set
to positive values close to 0.

2) Observation-Based AC (OBAC):With OBAC, the PCN
egress node observes the data traffic per IEA and turns the
AC stateK of an IEA to block when it detects an AS-marked
packet [5]. It turns the state back toadmit when it has not
seen an AS-marked packet forDmin

block time. Dmin
block is the only

configuration parameter of OBAC. OBAC works well with
exhaustive marking, excess marking, and fractional marking.

3) PBAC for IEAs (PBAC-IEA):With PBAC-IEA, the PCN
ingress node sends explicit probe packets in regular intervals
to the PCN egress node. This kind of probing is simpler
than PBAC-IF since it does not need to make sure that probe
packets take the same path as prospective data packets of an
admission request. If a probe packet is missing or if it is AS-
marked, it turns the AC-stateK of the IEA toblock. It turnsK
back toadmit when it has not detected missing or AS-marked
packets forDmin

block time. The frequency of probe packets and
Dmin

block are the two parameters of this method. This method
can also be applied with any marking scheme. However,

excess and fractional marking require a higher frequency of
probe packets for reliable admission decisions than exhaustive
marking.

C. Discussion of PCN-Based AC Methods

We briefly discuss the applicability of the presented AC
methods with different marking schemes, their usefulness in
case of low flow aggregation per IEA, their applicability with
multipath routing and for end-to-end PCN, and their impact
on timeliness and accuracy of AC decisions.

1) Applicability of AC Methods with Different Marking
Schemes:Fig. 6 summarizes the options for PCN-based AC.
Basically, any AC method can be combined with any marking
scheme. However, threshold marking yields clearer feedback
than excess or fractional marking and leads to faster and more
reliable control of the AC stateK for IEABAC. This is only
an issue for IEAs with a small number of admitted PCN
flows. Moreover, excess and fractional marking require more
probe packets for any kind of PBAC so that explicit PBAC-IF
and PBAC-IEA are impractical and implicit PBAC-IF is even
impossible. The same holds for excess marking with MFR
which is omitted in the figure.

Hence, PBAC methods require threshold marking to work
well. In contrast, most FT method require excess marking.
Therefore, the application of PBAC calls for two marking
schemes which is more difficult for PCN encoding than a
single marking scheme. However, it can be achieved with
PSDM when probe traffic is only subject to threshold marking
and data traffic is subject to excess marking.

2) Usefulness of AC Methods in Case of Low Flow Ag-
gregation per IEA: When the average number of PCN flows
per IEA is small, many IEAs are even empty. This scenario
is even quite likely in the future [18] for large networks
carrying realtime flows in spite of many PCN flows per
link. Empty IEAs are problematic for CLEBAC and OBAC
because they cannot block new admission requests. As a result,
overadmission can easily occur [40]. This cannot happen with
all PBAC methods including PBAC-IEA.

3) Applicability of AC Methods with Multipath Routing:
All IEABAC method including PBAC-IEA cannot cope with
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multipath routing as the admission of a new request is taken
independently of the prospective path of the associated flow.
Therefore, flows are possibly admitted although their paths
are alreadyAR-pre-congested and they are possibly blocked
although their paths are notAR-pre-congested. This cannot
happen with implicit or explicit per-flow probing when probe
packets take the same path as future data packets of the flow.

4) Applicability of AC Methods for End-to-End PCN:In
case of end-to-end PCN, IEAs do not exist as end systems
are the control entities of PCN flows. Therefore, all IEABAC
methods are not applicable in this context and only PBAC-IF
methods remain for this application scenario.

5) Impact of AC Methods on Timeliness and Accuracy of
Admission Decisions:Implicit PBAC-IF is based on recent
PCN feedback and does not delay admission decision. Explicit
PBAC-IF is also based on recent PCN feedback and delays
admission decisions by at least one round trip time of the PCN
domain which is quite short. IEABAC methods do not delay
admission decisions as they are performed based on the local
AC stateK. However, the AC stateK may have been set a
while ago and does not reflect the current pre-congestion state
of the associated path. The parameters to control that delayare
DMI for CLEBAC, Dmin

block for OBAC and PBAC-IEA, as well
as the frequency of probe packets for PBAC-IEA. Moreover,
the use of excess or fractional marking for AC also leads to
delayed control of the AC stateK as only a few packets are
marked in case ofAR-pre-congestion.

VII. PCN-BASED FLOW TERMINATION (FT)

FT methods use PCN feedback to detectSR-pre-congestion
and terminate already admitted flows if necessary. There are
basically three different approaches: measured-rate based flow
termination (MRT), geometric flow termination (GFT), and
marked-packet based flow termination (MPT). We provide
some general remarks about flow termination, present the
different mechanisms in detail, point out general problems
with some FT methods, and finally discuss and summarize
the shown mechanisms.

A. General Remarks about Flow Termination

We briefly discuss options for termination signalling, the
impact of multipath routing, show some motivation for and
implications of single marking schemes, and explain what we
understand by over- and undertermination.

1) Options for Termination Signalling:We assume that a
FT entity can terminate already admitted PCN flows if nec-
essary. Termination implies sending a teardown message, e.g.
RESVTEAR in RSVP, and modifying packet filters in the PCN
ingress nodes to exclude terminated flows from prioritized
forwarding. Basically, the FT entity can be collocated with
PCN ingress nodes, PCN egress nodes, or it may be located in
a central node. PCN ingress and egress nodes can information
the FT entity to remove admitted PCN traffic in three different
ways. They may signal the IDs of explicit flows that need to be
terminated, they signal the PCN rate that should be terminated
(termination rateTR), or they signal the PCN rate that should
not be terminated (edge-to-edge supportable rateESR). While

the flows to be terminated are already determined in the first
case, the two other options allow the FT entity to choose the
flows to be terminated from a larger set of flows, e.g. all flows
of a specific IEA. This allows to support termination policies
such as low or high termination priorities which can be a useful
feature for emergency calls. To work properly, the FT entity
must know reliable rate information about admitted flows, e.g.,
through measurement results or traffic descriptors.

2) Multipath Routing: If multipath routing is used in a
network, flows of a single IEA may take different paths
[33]. Some of these paths may beSR-pre-congested, others
not. Depending on the configuration of marking algorithms, a
marked packet denotes that the corresponding flow is carried
over anAR- or SR-pre-congested path. We call such a flow
also marked. Therefore, marked flows are good candidates for
termination while non-marked flows of the same IEA may
be carried over non-pre-congested paths. Thus, termination of
only marked flows is important for a fast reduction ofSR-
overload and the persistence of flows on non-pre-congested
paths [43]. The PCN egress node can record recently marked
flows and the FT entity may choose only marked flows for
termination. In that case packet size independent marking (cf.
Sect. IV-A2) should be used to achieve termination fairness
among flows with small and large packets. Moreover, this
idea requires that the FT entity is collocated with the PCN
egress node or the PCN egress nodes need to communicate
the information about marked flows to the FT entity.

3) AC and FT with a Single Marking Scheme:AC methods
require that the reference rates of the marker on the links are
configured with their admissible rates. FT methods intuitively
require that the reference rates of the markers are configured
with their supportable rates to provide appropriate feedback.
This requires two different marking schemes and at least three
codepoints (NM, AS, ET). However, PCN routers with only
one marking scheme are cheaper to build than PCN routers
with two marking schemes, and three appropriate codepoints
are more difficult to claim than only two codepoints due to the
unavailability of free codepoints in the IP header (cf. Sect. V).
Therefore, single marking schemes that support both AC and
FT methods are attractive.

They assume that excess marking is used on all links and
that their reference rates is set to the admissible rates of the
links. Furthermore, the admissible and supportable rate onall
links are connected by

SR= u·AR (1)

using a domain-wide constantu. As a consequence, as soon as
packets are marked,AR-pre-congestion can be detected which
is required for AC. And as soon as the proportion of marked
packets is larger thanu

u+1, SR-pre-congestion can be detected
which is required for FT. In Sect. VII-B, Sect. VII-C, and
Sect. VII-D we present various FT methods and show how
some of them can take termination decisions based on marked
AR-overload. These FT methods can be used in combination
with single marking scheme.

4) Over- and Undertermination:A FT method is expected
to terminate only so much traffic that the PCN rate on aSR-
pre-congested link is reduced to its supportable rate. If more
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traffic is terminated, we talk about overtermination. If less
traffic is terminated, we talk about undertermination. Inaccu-
rate PCN feedback due to statistical variation or wrong PCN
feedback due to multipath routing can cause overtermination.
Undertermination can occur in combination with multipath
routing and single marking schemes (cf. Sect. VII-E1).

B. Measured-Rate Based Flow Termination (MRT)

MRT requires excess marking in PCN nodes. All operations
are performed per IEA. PCN egress nodes classify the received
PCN traffic into IEAs and measure the rate of marked or
unmarked traffic based on measurement intervals of duration
DMI . Flow termination is possibly triggered at the end of such
measurement intervals.

1) MRT with Directly Measured Termination Rates (MRT-
DTR): MRT-DTR calculates a direct estimate of the termina-
tion rateTR and signals it to the FT entity which terminates
an appropriate set of flows from the IEA. To avoid overter-
mination, TR should not be overestimated and a minimum
inter-termination timeDinter

term between consecutive termination
actions is required to make sure that the new measurement
results for that IEA already reflect the last termination action.

a) MRT-DTR with Marked SR-Overload:When the ref-
erence rate of the excess marker is set to the supportable
rate, SR-overload is marked. The PCN egress node takes
the measured rates of ET-marked traffic per IEA as a direct
estimate of the termination rateTR. In case of packet loss, the
termination rateTR is underestimated and several termination
steps are needed. Preferential dropping of unmarked packets
mitigates this problem.

b) MRT-DTR with Marked AR-Overload:When the ref-
erence rate of the excess marker is set to the admissible rate,
AR-overload is marked. The PCN egress node measures the
rates of AS-marked and non-AS-marked traffic (ASR,nASR)
and calculates the termination rate byTR= nASR+ ASR−
u · nASR= ASR− (u− 1) · nASR. The termination rateTR
is overestimated whennASR is underestimated. To avoid
overtermination in case of packet loss, preferential dropping
of marked packets is needed.

2) MRT with Edge-to-Edge Supportable Rates (MRT-ESR):
MRT-ESR calculates an estimate of the edge-to-edge support-
able rateESRand signals it to the FT entity. It terminates an
appropriate set of flows from the IEA so that the overall rate
of the remaining flows isESR. Traffic must be terminated only
if the PCN egress node has detectedSR-pre-congestion which
needs to be signalled explicitly. To avoid overtermination, ESR
should not be underestimated. A minimum inter-termination
time between consecutive termination actions is not required.
The advantage of MRT-ESR compared to MRT-DTR is that
a single termination step suffices to remove overload even in
case of severe packet loss.

a) MRT-ESR with Marked SR-Overload:The PCN
egress node takes the measured rates of non-ET-marked traffic
per IEA as a direct estimate of the edge-to-edge supportable
rate ESR. Termination is required only if ET-marked packets
have been observed. To avoid overtermination in case of packet
loss, preferential dropping of marked packets is needed.

b) MRT-ESR with Marked AR-Overload:The PCN
egress node measures the rates of AS-marked and non-AS-
marked traffic (ASR,nASR) and calculates the edge-to-edge
supportable rate byESR= u·nASR. Traffic must be terminated
only if (nASR+ASR> u ·nASRholds. To avoid overtermina-
tion in case of packet loss, preferential dropping of marked
packets is needed.

3) MRT with Indirectly Measured Termination Rates (MRT-
ITR): With MRT-ITR, the PCN egress node provides an
estimate of the edge-to-edge supportable rateESR and the
PCN ingress node provides an estimate of the ingress rateIR
per IEA. The termination rate is calculated asTR= IR−ESR.
Appropriate signalling is required to convey the information
from the PCN ingress and the PCN egress node to the FT entity
together with an indication whether termination is required
at all. MRT-ITR works with both markedSR-overload and
markedAR-overload. The edge-to-edge supportable rateESR
as well the indication ofSR-pre-congestion are derived as
in Sect. VII-B2a and Sect. VII-B2b, respectively. To avoid
overtermination in case of packet loss, preferential dropping of
marked packets is required since MRT-ITR to make sure that
edge-to-edge supportable ratesESRare correctly measured.

Like MRT-ESR, MRT-ITR accounts for lost PCN traffic. Its
disadvantage is that measurement ofIR is also required and
that the ratesIR and eSRmust be timely correlated to avoid
over- or underestimated termination rates [43].

C. Geometric Flow Termination (GFT)

GFT assumes that the reference rate of threshold marking is
set the supportable rate. Furthermore, fractional markingbased
on the admissible rate is assumed for AC (cf. Sect. VIII-E).
Thus, in case ofAR-pre-congestion, a small fraction of the
packets is marked while in case ofSR-pre-congestion, all pack-
ets are marked. As the marking is done with the same code-
point, the PCN egress node computes CLE (cf. Sect. VI-B1)
for a specific IEA to differentiate both cases. Hence, when
the CLE value is larger than a certain threshold,SR-pre-
congestion is signalled to the FT entity which terminates a
fixed percentagex of the flows of the corresponding IEA.
Possibly several and sufficiently spaced termination stepsare
required to remove the entireSR-overload. The PCN rate
decreases like(1−x)k wherek is the number of termination
steps. This geometric decrease lead to the name GFT. If the
termination percentagex is small, the termination process takes
long. If x is large, overtermination likely occurs.

D. Marked-Packet Based Flow Termination (MPT)

With MPT, individual marked packet trigger the termination
of single flows. As a result, MPT terminates flows successively
and theSR-overload is gradually reduced which may still be
fast. This is different to MRT and GFT which terminate several
flows in one shot. MPT terminates only recently marked flows
by communicating their flow ID to the FT entity which may
be collocated with the PCN egress node. This is an important
feature in networks with multipath routing (cf. Sect. VII-A2).

We first present three MPT mechanism that require the
reference rates of the marker to be set to the supportable rates
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[42]. Then, we present a conversion algorithms that converts
markedAR-overload into markedSR-overload which makes
two of the three presented MPT methods applicable in a single
marking context.

1) MPT Based on Excess Marking with Marking Frequency
Reduction (MPT-MFR):MPT-MFR requires excess marking
with MFR and the reference rate of the marker must be set to
the supportable rate of the link. A flow is terminated as soon as
one of its packets is ET-marked [5]. If every packet exceeding
the supportable rate is ET-marked, many flows are terminated
within short time so that overtermination occurs. Therefore,
MPT-MFR requires that packets are ET-marked less frequently,
i.e., the PCN nodes should apply packet size independent
excess marking (cf. Sect. IV-A2) with proportional MFR (cf.
Sect. IV-B2). Then, only one packet is ET-marked forσb bytes
that exceed the supportable rate on a link. The parameterσb

controls the termination speed of MPT-MFR and its proper
choice prevents overtermination [42].

2) MPT Based on Plain Excess Marking for Individual
Flows (MPT-IF): With MPT-IF, PCN packets are metered
and marked by plain excess marking and the reference rate
of the marker is set the supportable rate. Also here, packet
size independent marking (cf. Sect. IV-A2) is important to
achieve termination fairness among flows with small and large
packets. The PCN egress node maintains a credit counter
for each flow. This counter is reduced by the size of each
received marked packet. When the counter is zero or negative,
the flow is terminated. The initialization of the credit counter
controls the termination speed of MPT-IF in case ofSR-pre-
congestion. The credit counter needs to be set to an appropriate
value when the flow is admitted to avoid slow termination or
overtermination [42].

3) MPT Based on Plain Excess Marking for IEAs (MPT-
IEA): MPT-IEA is a modification of MPT-IF for IEAs and
assumes the same marking behavior. The motivation is to
choose flows to be terminated from a larger set to support
termination policies. The egress node of an IEA maintains a
credit counter for that IEA which is reduced by the size of
each received ET-marked packet belonging to the IEA [45].
When a packet arrives and the counter is already zero or
negative, a recently marked flowf of the IEA is terminated.
Then, the credit counter is incremented by the product of that
flow’s rateRf and some time constantTinc. The choice of this
constant determines the speed of theSR-overload reduction,
but it should not be too small to avoid overtermination [42].

4) Marking Conversion from AR-Overload to SR-Overload:
The two algorithms MPT-IF and MPT-IEA assume excess
marking with the reference rate set to the supportable rate.
To support single marking, they should also work when the
reference rate is set to the admissible rate. In [30] an algorithm
was presented that converts and AS-marked stream into an
ET-marked stream by unmarking some AS-marked packets.
That means markedAR-overload is converted into markedSR-
overload. When preprocessing an AS-marked packet stream
with that algorithm, MPT-IF and MPT-IEA can be used as
termination method without any modification.

The conversion algorithm is called for each packet arrival
and either converts an existing AS-mark into an ET-mark or

clears it. The algorithm a counterCnt with maximum value
Cntmax and is explained in Algorithm 4. The counterCnt
indicates how many AS-marked bytes can be re-marked to
unmarked before a next AS-marked packet will not be re-
marked. For each non-AS-marked byte, the counterCnt is
incremented byu− 1, but it cannot exceedCntmax. When
a packet arrives AS-marked and if the counterCnt is not
negative, the packet is re-marked to unmarked and the counter
Cnt is reduced by the packet sizeB. Otherwise, the packet
remains marked which is then interpreted as ET-mark.

Input: counterCnt, maximum counter sizeCntmax,
packet sizeB and markingM

if (M == unmarked) then
Cnt = min(Cntmax,Cnt+(u−1) ·B);

else if (Cnt≥ 0) then {(M == AS)}
Cnt = Cnt−B;
M = unmarked;

else
M = ET;

end if
Algorithm 4: MARKING CONVERSION: converts a stream
with AS- and non-AS-marked packets into a stream with ET-
and non-ET-marked packets.

The conversion algorithm implements packet size indepen-
dent re-marking as the re-marking decisions are taken indepen-
dently of the packet size. A sufficiently large maximumCntmax

for the counter is needed to tolerate short-term variationsof
packet markings, i.e. a burst ofS AS-marked bytes should
not be ET-marked. However, this tolerance also delays initial
re-marking. The performance of MPT based onAR-overload
using marking conversion was also studied in [30].

E. General Problems of FT Methods

Like overtermination expresses the fact that more traffic
than needed is terminated, undertermination means that less
traffic is removed than necessary. In case of multipath routing,
over- and undertermination possibly occur for IEA-based FT
methods (MRT and MPT-IEA). In scenarios with multiple
bottlenecks, overtermination occurs for all FT methods. We
briefly illustrate these two fundamental problems in the fol-
lowing.

1) Over- and Undertermination due to Multipath Routing:
With multipath routing, flows of the same IEA possibly take
different paths from the ingress to the egress node of the PCN
domain. Fig. 7 shows that these paths can experience different
levels of pre-congestion.

MRT and MPT-IEA are IEA-based FT methods. While
the termination of only marked flows is an important feature
of MPT-IEA, MRT is mostly discussed without this feature.
Therefore, we focus in the following on the more specific MRT
method. With MRT based onSR-overload, the egress node
detects SR-pre-congestion by received ET-marked packets.
Thus,SR-overload can be recognized when at least one flow
is carried over aSR-pre-congested path which triggers FT.
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Fig. 7. A multipath can consist of non-pre-congested andAR- or SR-pre-
congested paths. IEA-based FT methods possibly lead to overtermination
when they react to markedSR-overload. They possibly lead to over- and
undertermination when they react to markedAR-overload.

FT terminates flows, but possibly also non-marked flows.
The termination process continues until enough flows on the
SR-pre-congested paths are terminated. Several termination
steps are required because flows on non-SR-pre-congested
paths are possibly also terminated. This possibly leads to
overtermination. MPT does not suffer from this problem as it
terminates flows only if at least one of their packets was ET-
marked. This guarantees that only flows ofSR-pre-congested
paths are terminated.

This is different with MRT based onAR-overload. Pack-
ets are AS-marked so that egress nodes recognizeAR-pre-
congestion when they receive marked packets and only if
the fraction of received AS-marked packets is large enough,
SR-pre-congestion is detected. Thus, if a single path isSR-
pre-congested and the other paths are not, the egress node
possibly cannot detectSR-pre-congestion. If the egress node
detectsSR-pre-congestion, admitted flows are removed until
SR-pre-congestion cannot be recognized anymore, i.e., until
the fraction of AS-marked packets is small enough. This
may be a case where one path is not pre-congested at all
and another path is evenSR-pre-congested. When flows are
removed, flows from non-SR-pre-congested paths are possibly
also removed. Thus, undertermination may be observed on
some paths while overtermination is observed on other paths
when the termination process has completed.

With MPT-IF, packet markings are evaluated per flow and
so end systems can detect whether a flow runs over anSR-pre-
congested path. This is different with MPT-IEA when marking
conversion is used to cope with markedAR-overload. The
marking conversion algorithm is applied to the overall traffic.
If there is substantial traffic from only lightly pre-congested
paths, the conversion algorithm possibly receives too few AS-
markings to produce ET-markings so thatSR-pre-congestion
cannot be detected and undertermination occurs. IfSR-pre-
congestion is detected, overtermination can occur although
only ET-marked flows are terminated because the ET-markings
can result from AS-marked packets carried onAR- or SR-pre-
congested paths.

We briefly consider GFT. On the one hand,SR-pre-
congestion cannot be detected when the fraction of marked

packets is smaller than a certain CLE threshold. Then un-
dertermination occurs. On the other hand, GFT is usually
applied with fractional marking based on the admissible rate
and threshold marking based on the supportable rate. Then,
marked flows were possibly marked due toAR-pre-congestion
only instead ofSR-pre-congestion. Hence, the condition that
a flow is marked is not a sufficient condition that is carried
over anSR-pre-congested path.

A detailed study of over- and undertermination due to
multipath routing is provided in [43] and [30].

2) Overtermination due to Multiple Bottlenecks:When a
link or node fails, flows are possibly rerouted over a backup
path and the backup traffic cause simultaneous pre-congestion
on several links which we call multiple bottlenecks. We
consider the multiple bottleneck scenario in Fig. 8. There are
2, 3, and 4 serial links. Aggregate 0 represents backup traffic
and the other aggregates provide cross traffic for each link.
We assume that the backup traffic turns all links intoSR-pre-
congestion so that traffic is terminated. This problem has been
studied in [31]. The packets of aggregate 0 are marked on all
links and, therefore, its percentage of marked packets is larger
than after just crossing the most pre-congested link. As a re-
sult, too much traffic is terminated and overtermination occurs.
This effect of increased marking percentage is so strong, that
MRT based on markedAR-overload starts terminating already
when none of the links isSR-pre-congested. The strength of
the overtermination depends on the traffic load on the links
relative to the supportable rateSR, the fraction of backup
traffic, the number of pre-congested links, and the parameter u
which controlsSR= u·ARfor MRT based onAR-overload. For
MPT the same phenomenon is observed. Thus, it is common
to all known FT methods, but it is significantly stronger when
they trigger termination based onAR-overload.

Link 1 Link 2Aggregate 0

Link 1 Link 3Aggregate 0

Link 1Aggregate 0

Link 2

Link 2 Link 3 Link 4

Aggregate 1 Aggregate 2
m=2

m=3

m=4

Aggregate 3Aggregate 2Aggregate 1

Aggregate 3 Aggregate 4Aggregate 2Aggregate 1

Fig. 8. Multiple bottleneck scnearios: all links are pre-congested, aggregate
0 represents backup traffic while other aggregates provide cross traffic.
Overtermination occurs since traffic of aggregate 0 receivesmore markings
than appropriate.

F. Summary and Discussion of FT Methods

We briefly summarize the presented FT methods and com-
pare their behavior under packet loss, their requirements
regarding packet drop policies, their behavior with a small
number of flows per IEA, and their ability to support multipath
routing, termination policies, and end-to-end PCN.

1) Summary of FT-Methods:FT methods work with dif-
ferent marking schemes. The most intuitive marking scheme
for FT purposes is excess marking with the reference rate
set to the supportable rate as the marked traffic provides an
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estimate for theSR-overload in the absence of traffic loss. It is
the base for measured-rate based flow termination (MRT) as
well as for marked-packet based flow termination (MPT) for
individual flows (MPT-IF) or for IEAs (MPT-IEA). To allow
for a single marking that supports both AC and FT, excess
marking with the admissible rate as reference rate is required.
All MRT methods and MPT for individual flows and IEAs
can be adapted for that purpose. MPT with marking frequency
reduction (MFR) requires excess marking with MFR with the
reference rate set to the supportable rate. Finally, geometric
flow termination (GFT) works with threshold marking whose
reference rate is set to the supportable rate. MRT and MPT
methods cannot work with threshold marking as they need
some feedback that is proportional to theSR-overload to
control the termination rate. Conversely, it does not make sense
to use GFT when such information is available as GFT cannot
profit from it.

2) Behavior under Packet Loss and Required Packet Drop
Policies: GFT terminates a fixed fraction of the admitted
traffic. Therefore, its termination speed is independent ofthe
strength of theSR-overload. However, the time to reduce the
SR-overload increases withSR-overload regardless whether
packets are lost. GFT is used only with threshold marking
which marks all packets or none. Therefore, the dropping
policy does not impact the termination behavior.

As MPT-MFR uses excess marking with MFR, only a few
packets are marked, and every marked packet terminates a
flow. If marked packets are lost, the termination process is
significantly delayed. If all marked packets are lost, termina-
tion does not work anymore. Hence, MPT-MFR benefits from
preferential dropping of unmarked packets in case of packet
loss and it is broken when all marked packets are lost when
their dropping is preferred in case of packet loss (cf. [42]).

MPT-IF and MPT-IEA use excess marking. When marked
packets are lost, the per flow or per IEA credit counters
are decremented more slowly and the termination process is
delayed. Hence, MPT-IF and MPT-IEA benefit from prefer-
ential dropping of unmarked packets. Preferential dropping of
marked packets can delay the termination process significantly,
but it does not break it as long as some marked packets
remain. Thus, the difference between supportable rate and link
bandwidth must be sufficiently large.

MRT-DTR with SR-overload benefits from preferential
dropping of non-ET-marked packets in case of packet loss
since this maximizes its termination speed. All other MRT
methods require preferential dropping of marked packets to
avoid overtermination in case of packet loss. MRT-ESR and
MRT-ITR terminate very fast even in the presence of large
traffic loss.

3) Behavior with a Small Number of Flows per IEA:MRT
methods terminate a desired fraction of the traffic. However,
if the number of flows is very small like 0-3 flows per
IEA, MRT cannot always terminate the exact desired fraction.
This can lead to over- or undertermination depending on the
strategy [43]. For MRT based onAR-overload, significant
overtermination can occur even for 10 flows per IEA. Due
to fluctuations of the percentage of marked packets in case of
AR-pre-congestion, increased percentages of marked packets

can occur that can be interpreted as termination signals. MPT
methods work well even with a small number of flows per
IEA as flows are terminated successively one after another and
termination stops if theSR-pre-congestion is removed [42].

4) Support of Multipath Routing:MPT-MFR and MPT-IF
terminate only flows that are carried overSR-pre-congested
paths even if they react to markedAR- or SR-overload. With
MPT-IEA and all MRT methods, termination decisions can
basically be taken at the PCN egress node so that local
information about recently marked flows can be respected.
However, current proposals choose to have the FT entity
collocated with the PCN ingress nodes so that support for
multipath routing requires additional signalling. If MPT-IEA
and MRT react to markedSR-overload, marked flows are
always safe candidates for termination. This is different when
these FT methods react toAR-overload since then under- and
overtermination possibly occurs (cf. Sect. VII-E1). GFT alone
works well with multipath routing. However, it was designed
for scenarios with fractional marking based on the admissible
rate, threshold marking based on the supportable rate, and
baseline encoding (cf. Sect. VIII-E). Therefore, marked flows
can result fromAR- or SR-pre-congested paths. Under these
circumstances, it is not possible to guarantee correct flow
termination decisions in networks with multipath routing.

5) Support of Termination Policies:If the FT entity can
select flows to be terminated from a larger set, then termination
policies can be enforced. This works well for all IEA-based
FT methods, i.e. for all MRT methods, for GFT and for MPT-
IEA. MPT-MFR and MPT-IF decide only whether a particular
flow is terminated. Therefore, termination policies cannotbe
enforced.

6) Support of End-to-End PCN:End-to-end PCN requires
FT mechanism that can decide whether an admitted flow
should be terminated when only the packet markings of that
flow are given. MRT and GFT are not applicable as they tend
to terminate a traffic fraction which is either proportionalto
the strength of the observedSR-overload or fixed. Therefore,
they fail when they are applied to individual flows. MPT-
IEA basically becomes MPT-IF if applied to individual flows
instead to IEAs. Hence, only MPT-IF and MPT-MFR remain
for application with end-to-end PCN and work well for that
purpose.

VIII. E XISTING PROPOSALS

Various proposals for PCN-based AC and FT were presented
in individual drafts in the PCN WG with different nomen-
clature. They all implement the edge-to-edge PCN concept.
We briefly review their marking as well as their AC and FT
methods using the nomenclature presented in this paper. In
addition, we highlight their benefits and shortcomings.

A. “Controlled Load” (CL) PCN

An early draft [4] describes a first PCN architecture to
support a controlled load service within a single domain. The
detailed algorithms are documented in [13]. CL uses threshold
marking based on admissible rates and excess marking based
on supportable rates. General dual marking is used which
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Fig. 9. Applicability of FT methods with different marking schemes.

requires two DSCPs. CLEBAC based on ThM- and EcM-
marked packets is used for AC (cf. Sect. VI-B1) and MRT-
ITR is used for FT (cf. Sect. VII-B3). Therefore, preferential
dropping of ThM- and EcM-marked packets is needed to
prevent overtermination in case of packet loss.

CL requires two DSCPs for PCN encoding, it cannot block
admission requests for empty IEAs, IEABAC and the specific
description of MRT-ITR do not work with multipath routing,
and MRT in general does not work well with a small number
of flows per IEA. However, threshold marking gives clear
feedback aboutAR-pre-congestion so that AC works already
well for a small number of flows per IEA.

B. “Single Marking” (SM)

The SM proposal has been presented in [14] and evaluated
in [64], [65]. SM uses excess marking based on admissible
rates as a single marking scheme. It uses baseline encoding
which requires only a single DSCP. It implements CLEBAC
for AC and MRT-ITR based onAR-overload for FT (cf.
Sect. VII-B3). Therefore, it requires preferential dropping of
marked packets to avoid overtermination in case of packet loss.

The benefits of SM are that only a single marking scheme
is needed and that only a single DSCP is used. Shortcomings
are the fact that CLEBAC cannot block admission requests for
empty IEAs, CLEBAC and the specific description of MRT-
ITR do not work with multipath routing, and SM requires a
large number of flows per IEA that MRT and CLEBAC based
on excess marking work well.

C. “Three State Marking” (3sm)

3sm has been presented in [5]. It uses threshold marking
based on admissible rates and excess marking with MFR based
on supportable rates. General dual marking is used which
requires two DSCPs. CLEBAC or OBAC is used for AC (cf.
Sect. VI-B1, Sect. VI-B2, Sect. VI-A) and explicit or implicit
PBAC-IF (cf. Sect. VI-A) may be applied as an alternative.
MPT-MFR is used for FT (cf. Sect. VII-D1). Therefore, pref-
erential dropping of non-EcM-marked packets is beneficial for
fast termination, but it is not required. However, preferential
dropping of EcM-marked packets is detrimental.

Shortcomings of 3sm are the fact that it requires two DSCPs
for PCN encoding. When used with probing, AC and FT in
3sm work well with multipath routing and with a small number
of flows per IEA. 3sm is able to block admission requests for
empty IEAs. Moreover, 3sm can be easily adapted for end-to-
end PCN.

D. “Packet-Specific Dual Marking” (PSDM)

PSDM has been proposed in [35] and [36]. It uses threshold
marking based on admissible rates to possibly re-mark probe
packets and excess marking based on supportable rates to
possibly re-mark data packets. PSDM encoding is used to
mark the packets (cf. Sect. V-B3), which requires the reuse
of only a single DSCP. In an early stage, PBAC-IEA can be
used as it is easy to implement (cf. Sect. VI-C) which allows
to block admission requests even for empty IEAs. In a later
stage, explicit and implicit PBAC-IF may be used to cope with
multipath routing (cf. Sect. VI-A1 and Sect. VI-A2). Any flow
termination method may be used that reacts to markedSR-
overload. It should be chosen such that multipath routing can
be well supported. Preferred packet dropping policies depend
on the choice of the FT method.

PSDM requires only a single DSCP, it can work with small
numbers of flows per IEA, it can block admission requests
for empty IEAs if necessary, and it works well with multipath
routing when the enhanced PBAC methods are used. It also
supports end-to-end PCN when CFT-IF is used for FT.

E. “Fractional and Threshold Marking PCN” (FTM-PCN)

FTM-PCN has been proposed in [57]. It uses fractional
marking based on the admissible rate and threshold marking
based on the supportable rate for marking purposes. Both
marking schemes use baseline encoding so that only a single
DSCP needs to be reused for PCN. CLEBAC is used for AC
and GFT is used for FT.

The benefit of FTM-PCN is that only a single DSCP is
required for PCN marking. Drawbacks are the fact that its AC
method does not work well with a small numbers of flows per
IEA and it cannot block traffic for empty IEAs. Its FT method
is either slow or leads to overtermination. Neither AC nor FT
work with multipath routing.
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F. “Load Control PCN” (LC-PCN)

In contrast to other proposals, LC-PCN [62] uses rate
measurement on PCN links instead of metering algorithms
to detect AR- and SR-pre-congestion. In case ofAR-pre-
congestion, a traffic rate proportional to theAR-overload is
AS-marked and CLEBAC is used to perform AC. In addition,
LC-PCN also supports PBAC-IF. To make it work with a
single probe packet in spite of excess marking, probe packets
are recognized by the marking algorithm and explicitly AS-
marked in case ofAR-pre-congestion. LC-PCN implements
MRT-DTR based onAR-overload (cf. Sect. VII-B1b)). To
cope better with multipath routing, the marking algorithm is
expected to re-mark all non-AS-marked packets to “affected”
in case ofSR-pre-congestion so that the flows to be removed
can be chosen from a large set of either AS- or affected-
marked flows. LC-PCN optionally AS-marks only a fraction1

N
of the AR-overload on PCN links, and the PCN egress nodes
multiplies the rate of AS-marked packets byN. This marking
reduction allows to implicitly track lost excess traffic when
non-AS-marked packets are preferentially dropped; however,
MRT-DTR-AR requires preferential dropping of AS-marked
packets to avoid overtermination. More details are in the draft
[62].

LC-PCN works with multipath routing and admission re-
quests can be blocked for empty IEAs when PBAC-IF is
used. While AC works well for a small number of flows per
IEA when probing is used, FT works not well in that case
as MRT is used. The major drawbacks of LC-PCN are its
complex marking algorithms and the fact that three codepoints
are needed which requires the reuse of two DSCPs.

IX. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have presented a simplified description of
pre-congestion notification (PCN) in an edge-to-edge and end-
to-end context. We provided compact formulations of various
marking behaviors, gave insights into problems and solutions
with PCN encoding, and provided an ontology of admission
control (AC) and flow termination (FT) algorithms. We dis-
cussed how they can be combined with different marking
behaviors and different configurations thereof and compared
their pros and cons. Existing proposals were summarized in
the unified PCN terminology of the paper and their benefits
and shortcomings were discussed.

The paper provides an overview of most PCN ideas, it
improves their understanding by a streamlined nomenclature,
clarifies commonalities and differences of existing approaches,
and helps to think in terms of design options rather than in
terms of fixed-package proposals which fosters the consensus
building process in IETF. The paper preserves the wealth of
PCN concepts that will be strongly limited by the standard-
ization process.

TABLE II
L IST OF ABBREVIATIONS

Acronym Meaning
AC admission control
ACL admission control layer
AR admissible rate
AS admission-stop
ASR rate of AS-marked traffic
CE congestion experienced
CL Controlled Load (proposal)
CLE congestion level estimate
CLEBAC CLE-based AC
CL-PSDM modified CL based on PSDM encoding (proposal)
DS differentiated services
DSCP DS codepoint
ECMP equal-cost multipath
ECN explicit congestion notification
EcM excess-traffic marked
EcNM excess-traffic not-marked
ECT ECN-capable transport
EhM exhaustive marked
EhNM exhaustive not-marked
ESR edge-to-edge supportable rate
ET excess traffic
ETR rate of ET-marked traffic
EWMA exponentially weighted moving average
EXP experimental use
FT flow termination
FTL flow termination layer
GDM general dual marking
GDM-LES GDM with limited ECN support
IEA ingress-egress aggregate
IEABAC IEA-based AC
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
IR ingress rate
LC-PCN Load Control PCN (proposal)
M marked
MFR marking frequency reduction
MPT marked-packet based flow termination
MPT-IF MPT for individual flows
MPT-IEA MPT for IEAs
MPT-MFR MPT with MFR
MRT measured-rate based flow termination
MRT-DTR MRT with directly measured termination rates
MRT-ESR MRT with edge-to-edge supportable rates
MRT-ITR MRT with indirectly computed termination rates
MRT-X-AR MRT variantX based on markedAR-overload
MRT-X-SR MRT variantX based on markedSR-overload
MTU maximum transfer unit
nASR rate of not-AS-marked traffic
nETR rate of not-ET-marked traffic
NM not marked
OBAC observation-based AC
PBAC probe-based AC
PBAC-IEA probe-based AC for IEAs
PBAC-IF probe-based AC for individual flows
PCN pre-congestion notification
PML packet marking layer
PSDM packet-specific dual marking
QoS quality of service
RED random early detection
RSVP Resource reSerVation Protocol
SM Single-Marking (proposal)
SR supportable rate
TB token bucket
TR termination rate
VOICE-ADMIT name of a standardized DSCP
3sm Three-State Marking (proposal)
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